L I V E I N S P I R E D.
EXPERIENCE GRANDE.
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A COASTAL
GATHERING SPOT
Occupying a beautiful stretch of
beach on the Atlantic Ocean, the
Ocean Club at Grande Dunes has
been regarded as the signature
amenity since the community’s
opening. It’s the social centerpiece
of life here, showcasing luxurious
amenities through elegant
Mediterranean-style architecture.

SOCIAL. SENSATIONAL. STUNNING.
The Ocean Club offers residents private oceanfront access, a variety of
dining experiences and plentiful entertainment opportunities.
The world-class resort amenities combined with convenient coastal
living creates an elevated, one-of-a-kind experience for Grande Dunes
residents. We are proud to provide you with first class service in an
oasis of oceanfront happiness.
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LIFESTYLE CLUBS
Grande Dunes is full of residents
with hobbies, skills and passions
to share. There’s a group for
whatever inspires you to Live
Grande. Join the book club or a
game of bridge — the sky’s the
limit. It’s a great way to enjoy a
fulfilling life here at Grande Dunes
while meeting neighbors who are
sure to become fast friends.

A MULTITUDE OF THINGS TO DO.
Comfortable seating and televisions make for a great place to gather
with friends to watch a film or just enjoy each other’s company. Check
out the board games, card tables and even a pinball machine. If there
is a special interest that you have, simply step forward and discuss the
possibility of adding it to our list of clubs!
Plus lots of annual events showcasing live music, local artists, holiday
celebrations and more!
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CLUBS AT-A-GLANCE.
Weekly and Bi-Monthly

Monthly

American Mahjong

Bunco

Hooks & Needles

Canasta

Mexican Train Dominos

GD Women’s Club

Watercolor Class

Jazz Brunch
Women’s LIFE
Party Bridge
Future Authors
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

THE OCEAN CLUB AT GRANDE DUNES.
A PLACE TO THRIVE.
Think fitness can’t be fun? Think again. At the Ocean Club there are so
many different ways to get moving and have a grande time while doing
so. If you like a tough workout or prefer something more low-key, choose
a lifestyle of wellness your way.
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GET YOUR WORKOUT ON.
When looking for unstructured ways to stay
healthy, swimming is a great choice to keep your
joints happy. And you can’t go wrong with peaceful,
long walks on the beach while losing count of all
those steps.

As for structured fitness opportunities, the Ocean
Club has you covered. With regular offerings like
Cardio Sculpt, Sit and Be Fit and Water Aerobics,
you can commit to a routine. And don’t forget to
check the calendar for other scheduled options such
as Zumba and Yoga.

CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS
These and more assorted fitness classes are all led and taught by certified instructors who are
top-notch, insured and professional. Residents enjoy a variety of fun classes aimed at promoting
health, wellness, socialization and fun. Meet new people, stay active and foster good habits.

CARDIO SCULPT

Low-intensity chair exercises for
seniors that strengthen
both body and mind.

SIT AND BE FIT

Get your heart rate up, build
muscle and tone the entire body
— while sitting!

WATER AEROBICS
Work out without even
having to get out of
the water.
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SOCIAL EVENTS

The Ocean Club also features full-service dining,
live entertainment, breathtaking outdoor verandas
overlooking the ocean and flexible meeting spaces.
It’s ideal for lunches, cocktail parties and membersonly social gatherings. We combine gourmet
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dining, contemporary coastal elegance and a casual
atmosphere to create a truly memorable occasion
for any event. Whether you are playing a game with
your family or hosting your own private party, this is
the place that defines Living Grande.

RELAX AND
REVITALIZE.
Grande Dunes residents head to
the Ocean Club to make the most
of their private beach access with
delicious food, refreshing drinks
and, of course, the company of
the best neighbors in the world.
It’s your very own private slice of
Myrtle Beach alongside friendly
faces who all share the same
feeling... that this is home.
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POOL

The Ocean Club includes private ocean access, adult swimming, children’s wading pools, and
a hot tub. Enjoy chaise lounges, towels, beach chairs with umbrellas, and poolside cabanas
along with food and beverage service around the pool and verandas.
When you feel the glorious Myrtle Beach sunshine coming in hot, jump into the Ocean Club
pool and cool down! Weekday or weekend, your escape awaits.
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JUMP IN — THE WATER’S FINE.
We’re hitting the refresh button on all rules, policies
and procedures for the safest, and smoothest,
possible resident experience. Watch for updated
guidelines in the Ocean Club Weekly Wave.

Our aim is to continuously improve so our residents
can “Live Inspired. Live Grande.” with common-sense
practices.

You can check out the club’s website for all the details.
https://grandedunes.com/private-clubs/#ocean-club

LIVE MUSIC

Live music on the
pool deck
every Saturday.

BAR AND GRILL

Food and drinks are
available poolside daily.

CABANA RENTAL

Cabanas can be rented
and reservations are
available by using the
membership portal.
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BEACH

OCEAN CLUB LIFE IS BEACHY.
Ask everyone in Grande Dunes to name one of the reasons they chose
to move to our amazing community. You might find one particularly
popular answer — our beautiful beach. At the Ocean Club, we’ve
enhanced that amazing experience even more. Along the shores of the
Atlantic, reconnect with nature to the music of crashing waves and the
feeling of soft, warm sand.
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DISCONNECT TO RECONNECT.
Walk along the coast collecting shells, swim in the refreshing surf,
or just read a book in a beach chair and experience the ambiance.
When you’re this connected to nature, you nurture your mind,
body and soul. Choose to appreciate the ocean today.

CHAIRS & UMBRELLAS

Available by reservation or
walk-up. See the beach chair
and cabana reservation policy
for details.

PARKING

Check out page 14
for information about
the Trolley.
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PARKING AND
THE TROLLEY

Getting around Grande Dunes
can be fun, relaxing and
convenient — no car needed.

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
MARINA
ANCHOR CAFÉ

Take a ride on the charmingly
old-fashioned trolley! The trolley
rolls along its way from the
Anchor Café parking lot to the
pool entrance at the Ocean Club
from 11am to 5pm.
The Ocean Club is a member-only
facility, so parking is reserved
solely for you. Parking decals for
the current year are required and
must be displayed at all times
when parked in the Ocean Club
parking lot. This will help keep
things streamlined and allow
room for everyone.

TROLLEY PICKUP

A web link provides continuous
GPS tracking of the trolley for
members’ planning convenience.
Try out the
QR Code and
see where
it is!
TROLLEY DROP OFF

OCEAN
CLUB
ATLANTIC OCEAN
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Your Perfect Spot at the Beach.
Enjoy a quiet and exclusive location paired
with stunning homes and beautiful ocean views.

OC EA N C LU B
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